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ABOUT THE COVER: THE FINE–PETROVIĆ POLYGONS

AND THE NEWTON–PUISEUX METHOD

FOR ALGEBRAIC ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

VLADIMIR DRAGOVIĆ AND IRINA GORYUCHKINA

Our study [7] of the genesis and evolution of geometric ideas and techniques
related to movable singularities of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) has led
us to the work of Mihailo Petrović on algebraic differential equations and his geo-
metric ideas captured in his polygonal method from the last years of the nineteenth
century. These ideas and results of Petrović have been left completely unnoticed by
experts. It appeared that a similar concept was also developed independently by
Henry Fine in a somewhat different direction. These results generalize the famous
Newton–Puiseux polygonal method and apply to algebraic ODEs rather than al-
gebraic equations. Mihailo Petrović (1868–1943) was an extraordinary person and
the leading Serbian mathematician of his time. His results are, despite their signifi-
cance, practically unknown to mathematicians working in the field, in the past and
nowadays. The situation is less severe with Fine’s results. Thus, we emphasized
in [7] the development of the ideas of Petrović and Fine from the point of view of
contemporary mathematics.

In its essence, this is a story about two outstanding individuals, Henry Fine and
Mihailo Petrović (see Figure 1). Along with doing science, both made transforma-
tional efforts in elevating of the mathematical research in their native countries to
a remarkable new level. At the same time both left the deepest traces in the devel-
opment of their own academic institutions at the moments of their transformation
from being local colleges to renowned universities: Fine to American mathematics
and Princeton University and Petrović to Serbian mathematics and the University
of Belgrade. The list of striking similarities between the two scientists is not even
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Figure 1. Clear copy of the cover images. Mihailo
Petrović Alas on the left and Henry Burchard Fine on the right.1

slightly exhausted here. Both mathematicians were sons of theologians. Both were
in love with their own two beautiful rivers. Both actively enjoyed music playing
their favorite instruments. Both went abroad, to western Europe, to work with the
top mathematicians of their time as mentors during the preparation of their PhD
theses. And both had state officials of the highest rank in their native countries as
their closest friends. These friendships heavily shaped their lives. Fine published
five scientific papers and had no known students. Petrović published more than
300 papers and had more than 800 scientific decedents. It seems surprising that
the two did not know each other and did not know about each other’s work.

In Belgrade a downtown street, an elementary school, a high school, and a fish
restaurant are named after Mihailo Petrović Alas. The department of mathematics
of Princeton University is housed in Fine Hall, the building named after its first
chairman.

The main source of Petrović’s results for us was his doctoral dissertation [12],
written in French in 1894. It was reprinted along with a translation in Serbian,
edited by academician Bogoljub Stanković in Volume 1 of [15] in 1999.

1The image of Mihailo Petrović Alas, made ca. 1905–1910, is from the “Mihailo Petrović”
Foundation, Primary school “Mihailo Petrović Alas”, a gift of Jovan Hans Ivanović, Serbian
Academy of Sciences and Arts, signature SANU-F 261, 261/1g. The image of Henry Burchard
Fine is from the Find a Grave website. Find a Grave, database and images (https://www.
findagrave.com: accessed 24 October 2019), memorial page for Henry Burchard Fine (1858–22
Dec 1928), Find a Grave Memorial no. 60232952, citing Princeton Cemetery, Princeton, Mercer
County, New Jersey, USA; Maintained by Scott Balyer (contributor 47094996).

https://www.findagrave.com
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Let us recall that an algebraic ODE has the following form:

f(x, y, y′, . . . , y(n)) = 0,(1)

f =

j∑

i=1

ϕi(x) y
m0iy′m1i · · · y(n)mni ,(2)

j ∈ N, where m0i, . . . ,mni ∈ Z+, and ϕi are algebraic or analytic functions.
The key presumption of Petrović’s main construction is that a given point x0 is

a nonsingular point of equation (1). In such a case, to each term in the sum (2)
with the coefficient ϕi(x0) = const �= 0 corresponds a point in the M0N plane,
according the following formulae,

Qi = (Mi, Ni), Mi = m0i + · · ·+mni, Ni = m1i + 2m2i + · · ·+ nmni.

It should be noticed that one and the same point in the plane can correspond to
one or more terms in the sum (2). Let

S = {Qi, i = 1 · · · s, s � j}
be the set of all points obtained in such a correspondence. We can draw these
points in the M0N plane. In Petrović’s dissertation the set S was extended with
two segments Tl and Tr which are orthogonal to the axis 0M and connect the
leftmost and the rightmost point of the set S with their projections to the 0M axis,
respectively. The boundary of the convex hull of the set S ∪ Tl ∪ Tr is a polygon.
Both that polygon and the concave part of the boundary of the convex hull of the
set S will be called the Petrović polygon (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Construction of Petrović polygon [7]

At the beginning of Chapter 1 of Part 1 of his thesis, Petrović proved the following
statements.

Proposition 1 (Petrović, 1894, [12]). If x = x0 is a nonsingular point of equation
(1), and if y = y(x) is a solution of the equation with initial conditions y(x0) = 0
or y(x0) = ∞, then the first term c0(x−x0)

λ of the expansion into a Puiseux series
of the solution is a solution of the approximate equation, which corresponds either
to a vertex or to a slanted edge of its polygon.
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Theorem 1 (Petrović, 1894, [12]). The necessary and sufficient condition for poles
(zeros) of the general solution of a given algebraic ODE of the first order not to
depend on the constants of integration is that its polygon does not contain right
(left) slanted edges.

Contrary to the necessary and sufficient conditions for the nonexistence of mov-
able critical points of solutions of algebraic ODEs of the celebrated theorem of L.
Fuchs [10], the conditions of Petrović’s theorem do not require either the compu-
tation of solutions of the discriminant equation or to have the equation resolved
with respect to the derivative. The conditions of Petrović’s theorem can be checked
easily and effectively by a simple construction of a geometric figure corresponding
to the given equation. The first part of the dissertation also contains the theorems
that provide a classification of rational, first-order ODEs explicitly resolved with
respect to the derivative which have uniform (single-valued) solutions. Later on,
these results of Petrović were essentially improved by J. Malmquist. In addition,
in the first part of the thesis, the class of binomial ODEs of the first order is stud-
ied and the equations with solutions without movable singular points are described.
Also, Petrović characterizes those binomial equations which possess uniform (single-
valued) solutions. The results of Petrović are very similar to those obtained by K.
Yosida more than 30 years later. The second part of the dissertation is devoted to
the applications of the polygon method in the study of zeros and singularities of
the algebraic higher-order ODEs. It is very important to stress that Petrović in his
dissertation clearly pointed out the limitations of the applications of his polygonal
method to the algebraic ODEs of higher orders. He showed that the method of
planar polygons could be successfully applied to higher-order algebraic ODEs to
study some types of movable singularities of the solutions. However, due to the
lack of a Painlevé-type result for higher-order equations, Petrović understood that
his method was powerless in proving absence of other types of movable singular-
ities. Some of his results related to higher-order ODEs were published in Acta
Mathematicae in 1899 (see [13] and for a recent English translation [14], see also
[6]).

Mihailo Petrović is one of the most respected and influential mathematicians
in Serbia. Petrović’s collected works in 15 volumes were published in 1999 [15].
The year 2018 was the Year of Mihailo Petrović in Serbia on the occasion of his
150th anniversary (see [16]). Certainly, some of the Petrović’s results in that field
were quite well known at the beginning of the twentieth century. Nevertheless,
neither Golubev nor Picard, who together extensively used some other results from
Petrović’s thesis in their famous books, nor any other mathematician who used
later analogous geometric methods in the study of the solutions of the algebraic
ODEs, ever quoted Petrović’s foundational results in this field.

A couple of years prior to Petrović, the American mathematician Henry Fine in-
vented another modification of the Newton–Puiseux method for studying the formal
solutions of algebraic ODEs [8]. Let us notice that although the Fine construction
was similar to that of Petrović, they were not identical, and the questions they
were considering were very much different. Fine generalized the polygonal method
of Newton and Puiseux in order to study formal asymptotics of the solutions of al-
gebraic ODEs (1) at the point x = 0. In his considerations he includes both cases,
when the point x = 0 is a singular point of the equation and also when it is not
a singular point of the equation. In [8], [9] Fine used Puiseux and Briot-Bouquet
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results and generalized them. The Fine and Petrović methods of construction of
approximate equations are based on the same principles. In the construction of
Fine polygons, we correspond a point to every term of the equation of the type

c xlitym0iy′m1i · · · y(n)mni , c ∈ C,

where the point (Nit,Mi), is determined by the formula Nit = lit −Ni, where Ni

and Mi are defined in the same way as in Petrović’s construction above. If the
points (Nit,Mi) are depicted in the plane and if we consider the boundary of the
convex hull of all the points (Nit,Mi), then the left part of that boundary (consisting
of the edges and vertices where the external normal is pointed to the left) captures
the behavior of the solutions in a neighborhood of the point x = 0. We will call
this left part of the boundary the Fine polygon. The vertices and edges of the
Fine polygon correspond to the leading terms of the equation, i.e., those terms of
the equation (1) which can form approximate equations. The candidates for the
role of the asymptotics of the true solutions of the original equation lie among the
solutions of the approximate equations. Let us observe that the Fine polygon takes
into account the exponents lit of the independent variable x in the coefficients ϕi(x)
of equation (1), because here x = 0 can be a singular point for equation (1), i.e.,
ϕi(0) could be zero or undefined.

Let us also observe that by using the change x = z+x0, the problem of analysis
of the solutions in a neighborhood of an arbitrary point x = x0 reduces to the
problem of the analysis of solutions in a neighborhood of the point z = 0.

Theorem 2 (Dragović and Goryuchkina, [7]). The Fine polygon of the equation

f(z + x0, y, y
′, . . . , y(n)) = 0,

where x0 is not a singular point of equation (1), coincides with the Petrović polygon
of equation (1) rotated by π/2 in the counterclockwise direction.

Fine’s paper [8] is mostly devoted to the question of calculations of terms in the
expansion of formal solutions (which have a form of Puiseux series) of algebraic
ODEs in a neighborhood of the point x = 0. Fine also treated the question of the
convergence of formal series. Fine proved the following result.

Theorem 3 (Fine, 1889, [8]). If every term of an algebraic ODE contains deriva-
tives of all orders and the dependent variable, i.e., if every term

ϕi(x) y
m0iy′m1i · · · y(n)mni

of (1) and (2) satisfies m0i, . . . ,mni > 0, then all the formal Taylor series which
formally satisfy the given equation converge.

At the end of the twentieth century, the Fine method was developed further by J.
Cano [4], [3]. As of today, contemporary methods based on different modifications
of the Newton–Puiseux polygonal method allow wide classes of formal solutions to
be computed for analytic differential equations and their systems by A. D. Bruno
and his school [1], [2], and to prove their convergence and analysis of the rate of
growth of terms of formal series by Cano, Malgrange, Ramis, Sybuya, and others.

Henry Burchard Fine (1858–1928) (see [5], [11]) was dean of faculty and the
first and only dean of the departments of science at Princeton. He was one of a
few who did the most to help Princeton develop from a college into a university.
He made Princeton a leading center for mathematics and fostered the growth of
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creative work in other branches of science as well. Professor Oswald Veblen, in
his memorial article [17] described Fine’s contribution on the nationwide scale in
his opening sentence by saying that “Dean Fine was one of the group of men who
carried American mathematics forward from a state of approximate nullity to one
verging on parity with the European nations.”

Despite great promise as a research mathematician, Fine moved very soon into
other areas of academic life. He mainly devoted his time to teaching, administration,
and the logical exposition of elementary mathematics.

Fine was one of the founders of the American Mathematical Society. He served
as the AMS president in 1911 and 1912.

We hope that through [7] and this short note we have been able to bring the
gems that were almost buried in the past to the attention of specialists in this
actively developing field of mathematics as well as a more general audience. This
is not only to restore the historic justice that these beautiful pioneering results and
their outstanding authors deserve but even more—to propel these powerful ideas
and put them in synergy with modern techniques and questions.
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